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The invention relates to cutting elements to be 
used as ?les, rasps, cutting bands, discs drums or 
like cutting and abrading tools and having a 
large number of cutting edges upstanding from 
the face of the tool and consisting of a thin ?ex 
ible strip or sheet of steel or iron alloy suscep 
tible to hardening having a multiplicity of holes 
formed therein and sharp cutting edges ‘upset 
from ‘the strip or sheet of which each is consti 
tuted by a portion of the edge of a hole, each has 
a clearance angle relative to the general plane 
of the surface of the strip or sheet ‘and each has 
its cutting edges hardened. Cutting elements of 
this form (which are hereinafter referred to as 
cutting elements of the form described) are de 
scribed and claimed in United States Patent Ap 
plication Serial No. 126,032. 
In United States Patent Application Serial No. 

126,032 there is also described and claimed a 
method‘for the manufacture of cutting elements 
of the above form and the present invention con 
sists in a modi?cation ‘or improvement in that 
method and in the cutting ‘elements resulting 
from the new or improved method. ‘ 
The invention provides the method of pro 

ducing the cutting edges on a cutting element of 
the form described above, which method com 
prises the steps of upsettingfrom the surface of 
a sheet or strip blank parallel rows of spaced 
tongues, each tongue being divided from the ma 
terial of the body of‘the blank at its side edges 
by slits extending to or towards the root of the 
tongue and each tongue sloping upwardly from 
the surface of the blank at an acuate angle to an 
extent such that the free end of the tongue is up 
set from the surface by an amount at least equal 
to the thickness of the material; ‘removing (e. g. 
by grinding down) the ‘upset free ends of the 
tongues parallel to the surface of the blank there 
by to form sharp edges at the ends of the tongues 
at the peripheries of holes in the material; bend 
ing the blank in one direction along the lines of 
the roots of the tongues or along lines within 
the lengths of the tongues (without bending or 
substantially bending the tongues) ‘with the 
sharpened edges on the convex side of the bend 
and reversely bending in the other direction along 
lines between the rows of tonguesto form the 
blank into a series of ridges (e. g. shaped like 
saw teeth) of which the apices lie along the lines 
at, or adjacent to, the lines of the free ends of 
the tongues and each of which ridges has one side 
sloping upwardly to its apex with the tongues 
continuing the slope above the apex to present 
the cutting edges above the plane of the ridges, 
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the angle which this side and the tongues make 
to the general plane of the blank being a suit 
able clearance angle for the edges; and hardening 
the cutting edges (preferably after the aforesaid 
bending operation). 

It is preferred in carrying out the present in 
vention to form the cutting edges, ?rst to punch 
D-shaped holes in the strip or sheet. 

It is also preferred ?rst to upset the tongues to 
an extent greater than is required for the forma 
tion of the cutting edges, for the purpose of free 
ing the side edges of the tongues, and then to 
press the tongues back to the correct height. 
The invention includes cutting elements com 

prising a sheet or strip having parallel rows of 
holes, which may be of D-shape, each hole hav 
ing one side sharpened and hardened, the sheet 
or strip being reversely bent along lines parallel 
to the rows of holes into a succession of ridges 
with the sharpened edges extending from the 
ridges above the general plane formed by the 
ridges and at a suitable angle for cutting, to the 
said plane. ‘ 

A speci?c example of the method according to 
the invention and of a cutting element produced 
according to the method, will now be described 
with reference to the drawings in which: 

Figure 1 illustrates diagrammatically the ?rst 
stage in the production of the element, 
Figure 2 is a view showing one of the holes 

punched in the strip, 
Figure 3 is a section through a portion of the 

strip showing one of the tongues bent too far 
down, I 

Figure 4 is a view corresponding to Figure 3 
showing the tongue bent back to the proper posi 
tion, 
Figure 5 shows how the sharpened edge is pro 

duced by removing a portion of the tongue, 
Figure 6 shows, exaggerated, how the included 

angle of the cutting edges may be varied, 
Figure 7 shows the strip being bent to ridge 

form between dies, 
Figures 8 and 9 show how the extent to which 

the cutting edge extends above the apex of the 
ridge may be modi?ed, 

Figure 10 is a perspective view of a part of 
the ?nished element, 

Figures 11 and 12 show how the rake and clear 
ance angles of the cutting edges may be varied 
and also the clearance of the chip and 
Figure 13 shows a section through the work 

during cutting. 
In this example a strip l of mild steel is ?rst 

fed through a punching machine which outs V 
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notches 2 along one edge of the strip at intervals 
corresponding to twice the pitch of the rows of 
cutting edges to be formed and simultaneously 
with the punching of each notch punches two 
rows 3, 4 of D-shaped holes separated by three 
times'the space between the rows 5 ?nally to be 
produced. .The notches are employed to index; 
the movements of the strip and between each 
punching operation the strip is advanced by the 
interval between a pair of notches so that as 
the operation proceeds all the rows of holes 
are successively punched at the correct pitch. 
Using the same index notches the strip is next 
advanced through a machine which upsets from 
the plane of the strip short tongues ‘l of which 
the free ends are constituted by the straight sides 
8 of the D-shaped holes 9. The side edges Hi 
of the tongues are sheared from the body of the 
strip and the free ends of the tongues are as 
shown in Figure '3, upset by an amount substan 
tially greater than the thickness of the mate 
rial of the sheet'th‘ereby ensuring that the sides 
of'the tongues are freed from the body of the 
sheet. The strip is next passed through a pair 
of rolls or blocks which press the tongues back 
towards the sheet to an extent such that they 
are then upset by only a little more than the 
thickness of the material (see Figure 4). Fig 
ures 5 and 6 illustrate how, by varying the angle 
which the tongue makes with the surface of the 
strip the included angle “0” of cutting edge may 
be varied. Most of each upset portion is then 
removed by grinding so as to form, for each 
hole, a sharp edge H lying just above the plane 
of the, strip. ' 
The strip is then fed through a press having 

co-operating dies l2, l3 of saw-toothed form. 
The strip is indexed through this machine using 
the same notches and the dies are positioned to 
bend the strip along lines at or near the free ends 
of the tongues but without bending the tongues 
themselves so that the sharpened edges are left 
projecting from the general plane of the strip. 
Figures 8 and 9 show how by varying ‘the pre 

cise position at which the bend is formed the 
extent to which the edges protrude below the 
ridge and hence the maximum depth of out which 
the tooth can take, may be varied. The varia 
tion may be eifected by varying the relative posi 
tions of the strip and the dies. A reverse bend is 
formed between each row of cutting edges. The 
bent strip accordingly has (see Figure 10) a suc 
cession' of transverse ridges [5, a series of sharp 
edges ll projecting upwardly from the apex of 
each ridge, and beneath each edge a hole 9 which 
is. partly in the downwardly sloping side 11 of the 
ridge and partly in the upwardly sloping side 18 
of the next ridge. ' 

After locating the strip for bending as just 
described the edgev carrying the index notches is 
removed, the ‘strip is surface-hardened by a 
cyanide treatment followed by quenching, is dried 
and sand-blasted to remove ?ash from the sharp 
ened edges. - The strip is then dipped in a pre 
servative and assembled on a backing plate (e. g. 
the strip may have lugs welded to it and these 
lugs used to secure the strip to a backing plate). 

Figures 11 and 12 show how, by varying the 
sharpness of the bends in the strip varying ‘rake 
and‘clearance angles may be given to the edges. 
In Figure 11 the rake angle a is small and the 
clearance angle 1) is large. In Figure 12 the re 
verse is the case. This variation is e?‘ected by 
using dies vof different form. 

It is preferred in carrying out the above ex 
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4 
ample that the rows of tongues and perforations 
make an oblique angle (say 75°) to the edge of 
the strip so as to provide a shear cutting angle 
and to stagger the positions of the cutting edges 
in the alternate rows so as to provide cutting 
edges over the whole width of the strip. Fig 
ure 13 is a section through the work after the 
passage of one row of cutting edges and shows ' 
the ribs 20 left by the gaps between theredges. 
The?gure also shows in dash lines the form of 
the work after the passage of the next row of 
edges. ' 

In the elements described above the maximum 
depth of cut is determined by the extent to which 
the cutting edge II is upset from the convex sur 
face of the .apexof the ridge l5 from which the 
edge extends. This convex surface is constituted 
by the spaced narrow portions of the strip re 
maining between adjacent cutting edges. 
In the elements described above the force re 

quired to'over'come the cutting vloads on'the edges 
is transmitted through the arches formed by the 
portions-of the ridges remaining between adja 
cent edges and- holes. It is therefore important 
that these arches be of suf?cient width and 
strength for this purpose. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not 
restricted to the details set forth in the above 
example. For instance, other methods of hard 
ening may be employed. Thus alloying ingre 
dients to produce qualities of red hardness and 
non-corrosion such as tungsten cobalt, or molyb 
denum and chromium may be introduced into the 
surface'of the strip by gaseous-diffusion to pro 
duce a hardor hardenable skin. Again the ma- . 
terial may be hardened throughout and tempered 
at the ridges to provide ?exibility. Further it 
is not essential thatthe ?nished elements are of 
flat form. They may, for example, be bent to 
convex form providing theequivalent of a half 
round ?le. In this form the ridges will be of 
helical con?guration and may be formed by male 
and female helical dies, or may be pressed into 
the desired form after the setting process. Again 
cutting edges may be formed on both sides of 
the material, for example at opposite sides of 
rectangular holes and the opposite edges be at 
the apices of the reverse bends respectively. 

I claim‘. - . ' 

1. The method of producing the cutting edges 
on a cutting element-0f the form ‘described, which 
method comprises the steps of upsetting from 
the surface of a metal blank parallel rows of 
spaced tongues, each tongue being divided from 
the material of the body of the blank at its side 
edges by slits through the blank and each 
tongue sloping upwardly from the surface of 
the blank at an acute angle to an extent such 
that the free end of the tongue is ‘upset from 
thesurface'by an amount at least equal to the 
thickness of the material of the blank, removing 
the upset free ends of the tongues parallel to the 
surface of the blank thereby to form sharp edges 
at the ends of the tongues at the peripheries 
of holes in the material, bending the blank in one 
direction along lines parallel to the rows and 
within the lengths of the tongues’ (without ‘sub 
stantially bending the tongues) with the sharp 
ened’ edges on the convex side of'the bends and 
reversely bending the blank in the other direction 
along lines between the rows of tongues to form 
the blank into a series of ridges of which the 
apices lie along lines adjacent to the lines of 
the ‘free ends of the tongues and each of which 
ridges has one side sloping upwardly to its apex 
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with the tongues continuing the slope above the 
apex to present the cutting edges above the 
plane of the ridges, the angle which this side 
and the tongues make to the general plane of 
the blank being a suitable clearance angle for 
the edges, and hardening the cutting edges. 

2. The method according to claim 1 in which 
the edges are hardened after the bending opera 
tion. 

3. The method according to claim 1 in which, 
to form the cutting edges, D-shaped holes are 
first punched in the blank and the tongues are 
formed by the straight sides of the holes. 

4. The method according to claim 1 in which 
the tongues are ?rstupset to an extent greater 
than is required for the formation of the cutting 
edges and are then pressed back to the required 
height. 
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